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1. INTRODUCTION:
The 1310 Resource Complexity Calculator provides System Administrators with information about the complexity of
your Resource Database. The 2014 AIRS conference hosted a special workshop called Resource Database Assembly:
the Next Generation which explained a method for calculating the complexity of resource databases. This tool is now
available and ready for you to use!
Resource Complexity is a concept first suggested by several AIRS luminaries. By using approximations, it calculates
how complex your resource database is and how many hours per year it might take to manage it using the AIRS
standards. This report supports both the AIRS traditional workflow where all sites are recorded at one level in the
tree AND it also supports a more complex structure where sites may be recorded at multiple levels in the tree. Within
these two workflows we can support both the standard parent and child workflow (Method 1) as well as a “one stop
shop” workflow (Method 2). See Tech Note 6.2e for additional information. Both of these methods look at the Sites
at specific level(s) and their attached services. Each Site record counts as 1 point and each Service counts as 2 points;
the Sites and its Services are grouped by Agency record to determine the total points in the following categories:
 Simple = 0-10 points
 Moderate = 11-20 points
 Difficult = 21-40 points
 Complex = 41 points and higher
Once grouped and counted, you then assume an average number of hours per year for a trained worker to manage
those resources, as follows:
 Simple = 1-5 hours (average of 2.5 hours)
 Moderate = 5-10 hours (average of 7.5 hours)
 Difficult = 10-20 hours (average of 15 hours)
 Complex = 20-40 hours (average of 30 hours)
With the total number of hours calculated to manage your entire database, you can then estimate how many Full
Time Equivalent employees you may need to manage your database. There are 2,080 hours in a standard work year
(40 hours per week for 52 weeks) but the hours available to an employee are usually less than that to account for
vacation, sick days, training, meetings and other administrative work that will reduce their hours available to do
resource database management. Since both the number of hours and number of weeks per worker may vary, the
report provides prompts so you can change those values as you run the report.

In the above example, if 30 hours per week are dedicated to resource maintenance and there are 50 weeks in a year,
it should take an average of 447.5 hours per year, or less than one full-time equivalent employee to maintain the
sample database.
Bowman Systems offers some extra features to help reduce the amount of time it takes to keep resource records up
to date by using both ServicePoint and CommunityPoint.
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2. REPORT INSTRUCTIONS AND PROMPTS:
The easiest way to start using this report is to navigate to the automapper. This is a folder that has
the reports automatically mapped to your site, so that you don’t have to map them yourself. You
can navigate to the automapper as shown in Figure 2.1, below:

Figure 2.1

Requests for additional information concerning the report function/design should be directed to
Bowman Systems’ Customer Support Specialist (CSS) staff.
How to run: Upon opening the report, the User will be prompted (Figure 2.2) to specify parameters
which control the data returned. Once the User has provided these parameters by responding to
the user prompts, a green check-mark will appear next to each field to indicate that a selection has
been made. The User should then single-click the “Refresh Data” button to generate the report.

Figure 2.2

The user prompts contained in this report are:
1. Enter Hours per Week: The user should the desired hours per week for a full time employee
(FTE).
2. Enter Weeks per Year: The user should enter the desired number of weeks per year (minus
vacation/time-off) a full time employee.
3. Allow Parent to be Designated as Site?: If a user selects “No” the parent provider for sites
MUST be designated as “Agency” to be counted. If a user selects “Yes” the parent provider may
be designated as “Agency” or “Site” to be counted. (This information is used in Tab A and B.)
4. Select Provider Level(s) for Sites: User must select provider level(s) for their AIRS “sites” to pull
the sites at those levels into the report. At least one value must be selected. (This information
is used in Tab A and B.)
Bowman Systems
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3. DESCRIPTION AND LAYOUT:
3.1 Tab A – Summary
This tab has a table for each provider level selected in the prompts as well as a Total table (Total
table does not include a pie chart). Levels not selected in the prompts will be hidden.

Figure 3.1

General information
1) Assignment of points - Points are calculated by multiplying the number of services per agency by two
and adding the number of sites
a. Simple = 0-10 points
b. Moderate = 11-20 points
c. Difficult = 21-40 points
d. Complex = 41+ points
2) Terms used – Site, Agency, Parent Provider, AIRS Compliant. More information about these terms is
found in Tech Note 6.2.
3) Note - In some cases and agency may be included in the “Error: Unable to calculate” row. This occurs
when of the following has occurred:
a. A user has selected “No” for the “Allow Parent to be Designated as Site” prompt and the parent
has an AIRS Designation of “Site” or “Neither”
b. A user has selected “Yes” for the “Allow Parent to be Designated as Site” prompt and the parent
has an AIRS Designation of “Neither”
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3.2 Tab B – Agency Site Detail
This tab is organized by provider level. There is a table visible for each level selected in the
prompts. If a level is not selected in the prompts the corresponding table will not be visible.

Figure 3.2

Column Explanations
• Agency - this column displays the agency from which the Complexity Level is calculated.
It may be the parent provider if using Method 1 or a lower level child if using Method 2
(See Tech Note 6.2)
• Provider Parent – this column displays the parent provider as recorded in ServicePoint
• Parent Designation - this column displays the Parent Provider’s AIRS Designation as
recorded in ServicePoint
• Site - this column displays the providers pulled into the report at the level(s) selected in
the prompt where the designation is as follows:
o Level One – “Agency and Site”
o Levels Two through Five – “Site” or “Agency and Site”
• Site Designation- this column displays the AIRS Designation as recorded in ServicePoint
• Site Count - this column displays the number of sites per agency
• Service Count - this column displays the number of services per site
• Points - this column displays the score per agency. This score is calculated by taking the
number of services for all child sites and multiplying by 2 then adding the number of
sites
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3.3 Tab C – Tree Structure
This tab gives an expanded tree structure view of providers. It will display provider followed by the
AIRS designation and whether or not the site is marked as AIRS Compliant. It is helpful in finding
providers that may not be counted for various reasons.

Figure 3.3

Column Explanations
• Level 1 Providers:
• Level 2 Providers:
• Level 3 Providers:
• Level 4 Providers:
• Level 5 Providers:

This column shows the providers at Level 1
This column shows the providers at Level 2
This column shows the providers at Level 3
This column shows the providers at Level 4
This column shows the providers at Level 5

Note: Modifications to this table or its queries are not recommended.
3.4 Tab D – Additional Information
This tab contains the Prompt Values included in the report (Figure 3.4).

Figure 3.4
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4. INPUT CONTROLS:
4.1 Tabs A, C and D
Tabs A, C and D have no input controls.
4.2 Tab B – Agency Site Detail
There are several input controls on Tab B to assist the user with filtering data:
o Complexity: This input control allows the user to filter data based on the complexity level
(Simple, Moderate, Difficult, Complex). The user can also filter the data to show Errors
found on Tab A.
o Select Lvl 1 Agency: This input control allows the user to filter the data to all of the
providers listed in the “Agency” column of the Level Site 1 Detail Table.
o Select Lvl 2 Agency: This input control allows the user to filter the data to all of the
providers listed in the “Agency” column of the Level Site 2 Detail Table.
o Select Lvl 3 Agency: This input control allows the user to filter the data to all of the
providers listed in the “Agency” column of the Level Site 3 Detail Table.
o Select Lvl 4 Agency: This input control allows the user to filter the data to all of the
providers listed in the “Agency” column of the Level Site 4 Detail Table.
o Select Lvl 5 Agency: This input control allows the user to filter the data to all of the
providers listed in the “Agency” column of the Level Site 5 Detail Table.

Figure 4.2
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5. ALERTERS:
5.1 Tab A – Summary
Tab A Alerters (Figure 5.1)
•

Error: “Unable to calculate” is highlighted in red where it is not possible to calculate the
complexity.

Figure 5.1

5.2 Tab B – Agency Site Detail
Tab B Alerters (Figure 5.2)
• Parent Designation Error: Site records where the parent has a conflicting AIRS Designations
are highlighted in red font on a neutral background
o If Parent Designation prompt is set to “Yes” then designations of “Neither” or
“Agency and Site” are highlighted
o If Parent Designation prompt is set to “No” then designations of “Neither”, “Site”, or
“Agency and Site” are highlighted
o Level 1 sites with a designation other than “Agency” or “Agency and Site” are
highlighted
• Site and Agency: Parent records for sites designated as “Agency and Site” are highlighted in
a grey font on a neutral background. Non-Agency parent records are NOT included in Tab A
calculations

Figure 5.2
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5.3 Tab C – Tree Structure
Tab C Alerters (Figure 5.3)
o Level 1 Selected: If “1” is selected in the “Select Provider Level(s) for Sites” prompt and the
“site” provider has an AIRS Designation of “Agency and Site” then text will be highlighted in
blue font on a neutral background
o Levels 2 – 5 Selected: If the level selected in the “Select Provider Level(s) for Sites” prompt
corresponds to the level of the “site” provider and the “site” provider has an AIRS
Designation of “Agency and Site” or “Site” then text will be highlighted in blue font on a
neutral background
o Level 1-5 AIRS Error: If the “site” provider has an AIRS Designation of “Neither” and is
marked as being AIRS Compliant Text will be highlighted in a red font on a neutral
background. If the “site” is not marked as AIRS Compliant text will be highlighted in a gray
font on a neutral background.

Figure 5.3

5.4 Tab D – Additional Information
Tab D has no alerters.
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6.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION:
6.1

How the data are pulled:

This report contains 15 separate queries (needed to provide multilevel tree structure from flattened data) and all queries are in the
Resource Point Universe which only contains active resource provider data. This report will accommodate provider tree structures
up to 5 levels. Data from providers at level 6 or higher will not appear in the report.
BISData- pulls providers where:
Provider Level =1
AND
“1” is also selected in the prompt, “Select Provider Level(s) for Sites:”
AND
AIRS Designation has both “Agency” and “Site” selected
BISData 2- pulls providers where:
Provider Level =2
AND
“2” is also selected in the prompt, “Select Provider Level(s) for Sites:”
AND
AIRS Designation has only “Site” selected or both “Agency” and “Site” selected
Agency 2 - pulls the parent provider to any provider returned in BISData 2
Uses query on a query where Provider is IN LIST with Provider Parent Provider from BISData 2
BISData 3- pulls providers where:
Provider Level =3
AND
“3” is also selected in the prompt, “Select Provider Level(s) for Sites:”
AND
AIRS Designation has only “Site” selected or both “Agency” and “Site” selected
Agency 3 - pulls the parent provider to any provider returned in BISData 3
Uses query on a query where Provider is IN LIST with Provider Parent Provider from BISData 3
BISData 4- pulls providers where:
Provider Level =4
AND
“4” is also selected in the prompt, “Select Provider Level(s) for Sites:”
AND
AIRS Designation has only “Site” selected or both “Agency” and “Site” selected
Agency 4 - pulls the parent provider to any provider returned in BISData 4
Uses query on a query where Provider is IN LIST with Provider Parent Provider from BISData 4
BISData 5- pulls providers where:
Provider Level =5
AND
“5” is also selected in the prompt, “Select Provider Level(s) for Sites:”
AND
AIRS Designation has only “Site” selected or both “Agency” and “Site” selected
Agency 5 - pulls the parent provider to any provider returned in BISData 5
Uses query on a query where Provider is IN LIST with Provider Parent Provider from BISData 5
Tree L1- pulls ALL providers where Provider Level =1
Tree L2- pulls “children” of the providers in Tree L1 query, so that means it pulls any providers where:
Provider Level =2
AND
Parent provider field matches a level 1 provider from Tree L1 query.
Tree L3- pulls “children” of the providers in Tree L2 query, so that means it pulls any providers where:
Provider Level =3
AND
Parent provider field matches a level 2 provider from Tree L2 query.
Tree L4- pulls “children” of the providers in Tree L3 query, so that means it pulls any providers where:
Provider Level =4
AND
Parent provider field matches a level 3 provider from Tree L3 query.
Tree L5- pulls “children” of the providers in Tree L4 query, so that means it pulls any providers where:
Provider Level =5
AND
Parent provider field matches a level 4 provider from Tree L4 query.
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6.2

Technical notes

Definitions for terms used in this report (Figure 6.2.1)
a) One stop shop = a provider designated as “Agency and Site” for the level selected in the prompts.
These are calculated as 2 points per service plus 1 point for being its own agency.
b) Site = the “child” provider with the AIRS designation of “Site”
c) Parent Provider = defined on the Provider Admin Page
d) AIRS Compliant = check box on the Provider Admin Page and if not checked the AIRS fields will not
be visible

Figure 6.2.1

e) Agency = the parent provider to the “child” provider
i.

Method 1 – the parent of 1 or more “child sites” (Figure 6.2.2)
o Provider 619 is designated “Agency” and its four children are designated “site”
o 7120 has 2 services, 7219 has 2 services, 8710 has 4 services and 7218 has 4
services. This is a total of 12 services x 2 = 24. Add the number of sites (4) and you
get a total of 28 points for provider 619.

Figure 6.2.2

ii.

Method 2 – the “child” site and its services IF the AIRS Designation is “Agency and Site.”
Also referred to in this document as a “one stop shop” (Figure 6.2.3)
o Provider 7694 is designated “Agency and Site”
o This “one stop shop” provider has 3 services which are then multiplied by 2 = 6. Add
1 point for the provider = 7 points for provider 7694.

Figure 6.2.3
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6.3

Configuring Prompts to Match Workflow
a) AIRS Traditional Workflow – this is where an agency records all of their “Sites” at a specific level in

their provider tree structure and the parent for each of those “Sites” is marked as “Agency.”
i. Example One, all “Sites” are recorded at Level 3 and parents for each of those sites are
marked as “Agency” at Level 2.
Prompt Configuration for this example:
o Allow Parent to be Designated as Site = “No”
o Select Provider Level for Site = “3”
o This is the preferred configuration for this workflow because all sites are recorded at
one level and therefore all parents marked as the agency. There is a definite
Parent/Child relationship established.
ii. Example Two, all “Sites” are recorded at Level 3 and parents for each of those sites are
marked as “Agency” or “Site” at Level 2.
Prompt Configuration for this example:
o Allow Parent to be Designated as Site = “Yes”
o Select Provider Level for Site = “3”

b) Multilevel Workflow – this is where an agency records “Sites” at multiple levels in their provider

tree structure and the parent for each of those sites can be “Agency” or “Site” depending on the
values selected in the prompts.
i. Example One, “Sites” are recorded at Levels 2 and 3 and the parent for each of those sites
are marked as “Agency” at Levels 1 and 2.
Prompt Configuration for this example:
o Allow Parent to be Designated as Site = “No”
o Select Provider Level for Site = “2” and “3”
ii. Example Two, “Sites” are recorded at Levels 2 and 3 and the parent for each of those sites
are marked as “Agency” or “Site” at Levels 1 and 2 (Figure 6.3).
Prompt Configuration for this example:
o Allow Parent to be Designated as Site = “Yes”
o Select Provider Level for Site = “2” and “3”
o This is the preferred configuration for the multilevel workflow because a provider at
Level 2 is functioning as a parent and a child and if not marked as “Site” its services
will not count when summing into the parent at Level 1.

Figure 6.3

6.4

Modification options

a) Modifications to this report are not generally recommended.
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7.

MAPPING OBJECTS:

QUERY NAME

OBJECT TYPE

FIELD NAME
Provider Parent Provider
Service Code

BISData –
BISData 5
resource_point
_u

Result
Objects

Service Code Type Service

Filter
Objects:

Agency 2-5
resource_point
_u

Tree L1 – Tree
L5
resource_point
_u

8.

Service Code Description

Result
Objects:
Filter
Objects:
Result
Objects:
Filter
Objects:

Right Now
Provider Level
AIRS Standards Information AIRS
Designation
Provider
Provider Parent Provider
Provider Level
AIRS Standards Information AIRS
Designation

LOCATION
Provider folder
Provider / Services / Service Code
folder
Provider / Services / Service Code
folder
Provider / Services / Service Code
folder
Date Objects folder
Provider folder
Provider / AIRS Standards Information
folder
Provider Folder
Provider folder
Provider folder
Provider / AIRS Standards Information

Provider

Provider folder

Provider Parent Provider
Provider Level
AIRS Standards Information AIRS
Designation
Provider Flags AIRS Compliant

Provider folder
Provider folder

Provider

Provider folder

Provider / Provider Flags folder
Provider / AIRS Standards Information

REVISION HISTORY:
Version
V1
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